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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
JOHN has contributed to the dictionary with 4154 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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sapoyol
SAPOYOL zapoyol .  From Nahua tzapotl, 'zapote', and yolotli, 'heart'; In Mexico , Guatemala , Honduras , Nicaragua ,
Costa Rica : .  Seed of the fruit of the sapote, from which vegetable oil is extracted for the production of soap; it has use
in traditional medicine. 

sapuyulo
SAPUYULO fruit from the Central American region, especially Mexico, Cuba and El Salvador, resembling a Calameño
melon, orange flesh and a center with a large brown oval bone, resembling a rugby ball.  From this fruit oil and essences
are extracted that effectively contribute to preventing fall and regenerating the eection of the hair on the head. 

saraguato negro
SARAGUATO NEGRO Alouatta pigra species of primate platirrino of Central America .  It is found in Belize, Guatemala,
Mexico and Honduras, occupying the Yucatan Peninsula, Campeche and jungles of Tabasco and Chiapas, in Mexico. 

sartal
SARTAL series of things, one after the other.  Normally it is strings or hangings because the idea is that they are strung,
usually on a rope, lienza, liana or thread.  But it is common to talk about string of stupidities, string of nonsense or sata
of boludeces

save heaven
SAVE HEAVEN literally means 'paradise of salvation' name from a 2013 romantic film translated by A Place to Take
Refuge, the same name from Nicholas Sparks' novel, on which it is based.  It stars Julianne Hough; Josh Duhamel;
David Lyons and Cobie Smulders.  It is based on a woman who moves to North Carolina with her children to start a new
life and is employed as a waitress. 

sácada
SACADA Rapid movements that both eyes perform simultaneously when they are looking towards a point in the same
direction. Both humans and many animal species do not see only looking at a specific point statically.  In order to
capture as much information as possible, and that no detail escapes, it is necessary to move your eyes.  With saccadic
movements it is possible to scan the environment and function as a scanner to obtain a three-dimensional map of the
observed place, with all its details.  Mentally we collect the information and mentally construct a volume and not a plane
or several planes or cuts perpendicular to the direction of the gaze. 

sámara
SÁMARA dried fruit in a flattened form, typical of ash and elm, which at one end has the seeds while at the other a flat
surface is formed that, helped by the wind, rotates like a propeller of a helicopter, which allows it to spread. 

scam
SCAM Dirt , garbage

script doctor
SCRIPT DOCTOR literally doctor of scripts.  They differ from SCRIPT READERS, who read and select works that
compete for films to be made, by also effecting the 'cure' of possible defects. 



scudetto
SCUDETTO in Italy : the badge worn by the team that in the previous season has won the national championship. 

se agotaban
THEY EXHAUSTED verbal form of the reflexive verb EXHAUST , finish 2 .  Getting tired to the point of not being able to
continue an activity. 

se dice del toro
IT IS SAID OF THE BULL Táureo

se me echó la yegua
I WAS THROWN THE MARE in Chile: I was exhausted, I got tired, I am exhausted

se vislumbra una solución
IT IS GLIMPSED (A SOLUTION) is visualized, can be anticipated, seems possible (a solution) 

seccional
SECTIONAL 1 .  Concerning section .  2 .  Part of a tournament that has been divided into sections. 

secesin
SECESIN SPAM

securitizar
SECURITIZAR take steps to make a thing safer, such as a company, a website, a transport of securities, a surgical
procedure, or hazardous materials, and so on. 

seleúcida
SELEUCID error by SELEUCID, belonging to the empires into which the Macedonian Empire founded by Alexander the
Great was divided at his death.  2 .  Inhabitant of the SELEUCID Empire. 

selfmade-man
SELFMADE-MAN anglicism by self-taught, person who was trained without outside help

semi acústico
SEMI ACÚSTICO does not exist grammatically in Spanish.  The rule requires writing SEMI-ACOUSTIC.  What does this
mean? Wind instruments are defined as acoustic bass, acoustic guitar when sounds are mostly produced independently
and autonomously.  When combined with electrical or electronic emitting media we have the basses and semi-acoustic
guitars.  On the other hand, in the case of violins we speak of acoustic and electric, because an electric violin without
connecting will not emit any audible sound to the public since it requires the sound amplifier to raise the notes to an
adequate volume. 

semi cabriolet
SEMI CABRIOLET See SEMICABRIOLET



semiautobiografico
SEMI-AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL error by SEMIAUTOBIOGRAPHICal account about personal life written in collaboration
with a third party, usually a professional journalist or writer. 

semiautónoma
SEMI-AUTONOMOUS f . of SEMIAUTÓNOMO

semicabriolet
SEMICABRIOLET semi-convertible; car whose roof can be partially retracted. 

semiconvertible
SEMI-CONVERTIBLE car model that is convertible, but is not completely removable or collapsible.  Some synonyms,
words, or similar expressions may be semi-convertible

semierecto
SEMI-ERECTION Say of the penis, which is not straight or flaccid, nor erect, filled with blood in its cavernous bodies. 

semiintegrada
SEMI-INTEGRATED see SEMI-INTEGRATED Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be from 2020 in Chile
there is the general regime of taxation or semi-integrated regime

semiintegral
SEMIINTEGRAL contradictory term .  INTEGRAL means that it covers the entire spectrum of what it is about and SEMI
means half-heartedly, incompletely.  That is, integral, but not so much, PARTIAL. 

semiintegrar
SEMI-INTEGRATING incompletely integrate

semiolvidar
SEMI-FORGET Forget briefly, having vague memories

semisubterráneo
SEMI-UNDERGROUND underground, not entirely underground

sensa
SENSA In Colombia: probably refers to CENSA, Antioquia's systems center, an institution that aims to deliver quality
education to those with few economic resources.  2 .  Double-pass reverse osmosis system.  3 .  Error by CENSA , third
pers .  Sing.  of the verb CENSAR .  Although it could be SENSA from the verb SENSAR, not registered, but that does
not mean that it does not exist, with a sense of perceiving sensations or measuring pulses.  4 .  Neologism for
sensational

sensorizar
SENSORIZE place sensors (motion, smoke, temperature, etc.  .  .  ) to detect risks. 



sentir temor
FEEL FEAR being afraid of real or fictitious threats. 

sentirse mal
FEELING BAD experiencing discomfort, such as dizziness, nausea, headache, stomach pain, exhaustion, fever, muscle
or bone pain, angina, choking or other similar physical symptom with which the body warns that something is not
normal. 

señoriar
LORDSHIP the correct term is LORDSHIP, acting as the lord, owner of a place or territory.   In Spain the lordship is an
institution typical of the Middle Ages and the Modern Age, in which a duke, a bishop or a count ruled.  2 . Master
possessions, but also passions. 

señoritinga
SEÑORITINGA the ending or suffix tinga is derogatory in Spain: of remilgos tastes; smurf , cuico

ser de tratos
BE OF DEALS be of (good) deals (to others);   person of vuen treatment, who is kind and positive.  They are flexible,
easy-to-deal people with whom you can relate comfortably.  We all have someone like this in mind: they say good
morning with a sincere smile that infects and elevates the quality of the environment, they offer and lend help, they
speak with a conversational tone and volume that radiates positivity and pleasure, they tend not to criticize, never
condemn or complain, they are discreet and you want to be with them. 

ser el pan nuestro de cada dia
BEING OUR DAILY BREAD being something habitual, being an everyday problem

ser frío
BEING COLD not having emotions, not being disturbed, reacting indolently

ser golpeado
BEING LITERALLY BEATEN: suffering a beating; figuratively : suffering a misfortune

ser honesto y recatado
BE HONEST AND DEMURE See HONEST and see DEMURE, This entry should be SPAM because each term
maintains its meaning, both individually, and in its joint phrase. 

ser infiel
Being unfaithful Being romantically engaged to one person and having sex with another. 

ser irracional
BEING IRRATIONAL act emotionally or unexpectedly, without seriously analyzing

ser la leche
SER LA LECHE in Spain: be extraordinarily good or bad: Ella està la LECHE. She is a bomb. Some synonyms, words or



similar expressions can be asombrosa, amazing, extraordinarily, wonderful

ser meticuloso
BE METICULOUS be extremely careful, be detailed, take care of everything with great care. 

ser pillo
BEING A Scoundrel being a scoundrel, being very cunning, being a cheater

ser señalado con el dedo
BEING POINTED WITH THE FINGER being accused of something, blaming someone

ser un aguila
BEING AN EAGLE would be an allegory to the great vision that these birds have.  To be very sharp, very visionary. 

ser un gorrón
Be a gorrón See GORRÓN (person) who has fun at the expense of others, who allows himself to be invited but never
invites, who goes out with friends and makes them pay his bill.  Originally it was defined as eating for free. 

ser un mariposa
Being a butterfly butterflies tend to flutter around flowers or light (moths).  A butterfly person likes to be insistently next to
another or others. 

seriéfilo seriéfila
SERIÉFILO SERIÉFILA see SERIÉFILO

sermocinación
SERMOCINATION literary figure used in rhetoric.  .  It consists of putting in the mouth of a living character a speech in a
way that imitates his style or speaks as if he were addressing himself, or refers to what he himself or another person or
character has said. 

serpentiando
MEANDERING deformation of SERPENTEANDO, gerund of the verb SERPENTEAR, walk the streets making a series
of turns or "zetas", that is, many right, left and right. 

serpientes de collar
COLLAR SNAKES SEE COLLAR SNAKE

serruchador
SERRUCHADOR in the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico: person capable of asking any type of question of a
general nature and answering semi-long questions.  Daddy Yankee uses it in the phrase brinca cuica serruchador
(reggaeton Somos de Calle, 2008): "There are those who are born pa' leader, another pa' followerThe second is your
great admirer (aha) Time passes and they demand position'You teach something and they want to give you
instruction'Brinca cuica , serruchadorDo you forget when you asked me for a favor?  ( Lambon ) Daddy Yankee, 2008



servilismos
SERVILISMOS pl .  of SERVILITY

seteado
SET P . p .  from the verb SETEAR, from the English SET, 'to fix, to set') ; parameterizing, and when it is specifically
oriented to the user is synonymous with customizar (from customer, 'customer' in English). 

setlist
SETLIST anglicism for 'scenario list'; song repertoire, track list, musical repertoire, humorous repertoire is a list of what
an actor or ensemble will perform on stage. 

sets
SETS pl .  of SET, English word meaning ensemble, or audition or recording room. 

seudoideólogo
PSEUDO-IDEOLOGICAL that has the appearance of expressing an ideology, but in reality it is not, but, rather,
disguised quackery. 

severas
SEVERE f .  pl.  of SEVERO

sevillero
SEVILLERO 1 .  Spanish surname, originally from Seville.  2 .  Error of María del Carmen Coviella, who describes on
Youtube how to make a napkin holder based on tweezers for clothes, labeling it as SEVILLERO with tweezers. 

sexogenérica
GENERIC SEX f .  of GENERIC SEX, relating to the combination of the sex with which one is born or clinically modified
and gender which is an attribute that depends on how each person considers himself, and whose options are very
diverse.  There are men and women, transsexual man or woman, transgender, cisgenero and queer (cuit, in Spanish). 
Likewise, its attraction can be varied and produces the following classifications:
LesbiansGaysHeterosexualBisexualsPansexualsAsexuals

sexogenérico
GENERIC SEX .  A person whose identity does not match the sex or gender they had at birth, and who has made
changes in their appearance or physiology. 2 .  concerning the relationship between sex and mankind. Sex is
determined chromosomally mind, male or female.  On the other hand, the genre can be very varied at this point. 

shadi
SHADI Arabic name usually used by Christians

shariz
SHARIZ Islamic name meaning rabies.  2 video game in which it is required to build levels to win. Shariz is the capital of
the Sarranid Sultanate, which is ruled by Sultan Hakim. 



she
SHE she, female article in English

shevitá
SHECHATA Hebrew word meaning 'to stop, to stop' and its literal meaning is rest, inactivity.  From it derives SHABBAT,
Sabbath or day of rest on the other hand is the word SHALOM, which means 'peace, tranquility' valid for the relationship
with other people as for God.  Thus Jews and Israelis greet and bid farewell with a SHABBAT SHALOM when the
Sabbath looms. 

shingayshing
SHINGAYSHING 1 .  Shingai is a Zimbabwean name and may be Shingai Elisabeth Maria Showina a
Zimbabwean-British singer and bassist who belonged to the independent rock band Noisettes and who released her
debut solo album in 2020.  2 .  It could be a place called Shingay in the civil parish of SHINGAY Wendy, in
Cambridgeshire, England.  3 .  It should be noted that SHING is a Chinese masculine given name, meaning 'victory' and
that there is a video game with that name.  Then it can be a naming game of a SHINGAY and SHING couple. 

shirazi
SHIRAZI In Japanese CHIRASHI means scattered .  This is the name given to a dish where a bed of rice is put and the
usual ingredients of sushi are dispersed on it.  The dish is therefore called chirashizushi.  SHIRAZI is a Westernuzation
of the Japanese name

shiso
SHISO Perilla frutescens var .  crispa, from its scientific name is called perilla.  Because of its resemblance it is called
Ambaaca China or Japanese.  Its knowledge is soft as mint, with a little margor, itching and acidity its for is purple, with
oval serrated leaves. 

shithole country
SHITHOLE COYNTRY English expression for 'shitty country'; shit is 'shit', hole is 'hole', COYNTRY is 'country'

shivani
SHIVANI feminine name of Hindu origin .  Name of Hinu-Australia actress, singer, model and host shivani dandekar.  It
means scribe

show off
SHOW OFF anglicism for 'no show, no show' for example in hotel reservations

showbiz
SHOWBIZ Anglicism derived from SHOW, 'spectacle' and the contraction of business, 'business'; refers to show
business. 

sibilancias de lactante
INFANT WHEEZING Whistling and shrill whistling sound emitted by the baby when breathing, product of the malfunction
of the pulmonary alveoli, narrow respiratory passages or other respiratory problem.  It is also the case of patients with
silicosis or pulmonary emphysema, in which the alveoli have calcified. 



sicalptico
SICALPTICO SPAM

sicalptico
SICALPTICO SPAM

sicolgica
SICOLGICA SPAM

sidario
SIDARIO care center where PATIENTS WITH HIV or AIDS are treated.  Similar to the leprosy, where lepers are cared
for. 

side show
SIDE SHOW literally means side show, attached presentation.  1 .  Parallel concert to the central show, as it happens,
for example, in Lollapalooza and other multi-band shows.  2 .  This is the name given to the collectible figurines, for
example, of superheroes or Star Wars. 

sifiltico
SIFILTICO SPAM

sifonar
SIFONAR remove liquid from a siphon or by means of one.  A SIPHON is, among other things, a tube with an elbow at a
level higher than that of the liquid in which it is immersed, and which allows to extract the liquid contained in the
container, by means of pressure changes.  SIPHONING, and better, SIPHONING, is extracting liquid or soda by or from
a siphon: siphon me a little soda in the whiskey.  . 

sighificado de hipocrates
HIPPOCRATES error by HIPPOCRATES, physician of ancient Greece, who practiced in the century of Pericles, i.e. the
V a. C .  Today all over the world, those who are titled make the "oath of Hippocrates". 

sigilografa
SIGILOGRAFA f .  error by SIGILÓGRAFO

sigilógrafo
SIGILÓGRAFO Scholar of the stamps used for official uses, such as authorizing documents, closing sheets, apostilling
titles. 

sigla ute
ACRONYM UTE see UTE

sigmoides
SIGMOIDS Part of the large intestine that connects the descending colon to the rectum and is often the one that causes
cancer when talking about colon cancer. 



silegma
SILEGMA error by SILEMA or XILEMA, from the Greek silos, 'wood'.  Layer of dead and lignified plant cells, unlike
FLOEMA, conductive tissue that transports organic and inorganic nutrients mainly sugars produced by the
photosynthetic and autotrophic aerial part (leaves), to the underground basal parts (roots) 

silema
SILEMA another spelling for XILEMA , bark , wood , firewood

sili
SILI Acronym for Integral Intelligent Reading System.  Advanced reading method that allows you to read a book or text
of 200 pages in 20 minutes, understanding it in its entirety.  2 .  Colombian company founded in 2006, which teaches to
eliminate bad reading habits and to read in an accelerated way, with 100% comprehension and retention

silicona térmica
SILICONE THERMAL silicone that, when applied on some materials of irregular surfaces, allows the conduction of heat
in an appropriate way, where there would be a significant loss in its absence. 

simbiogenesis
SYMBIOGENESIS error by SYMBIOGENESIS

simpátrica
SYMPATRIC Speciation is the production of reproductively isolated populations.  This is the formation of a species
without first establishing a geographical barrier between populations.

simulcast
SIMULCAST anglicism contraction of simultaneous broadcasting Simultaneous transmission? or simulcast refers to a
broadcast of the last chapter of the favorite series through more than one medium or more than one service in the same
medium within a period not exceeding 24 hours.   .  These are usually radio or television broadcasts. 

sin brillo
NO LACKLUSTER SHINE, no splendor.  2 .  That doesn't excite anyone

sin concretarse
WITHOUT MATERIALIZING without being carried out, without becoming a reality

sin dinero
NO POOR MONEY, no economic resources

sin límite
NO LIMIT that has no borders 2 .  without any control or restriction: drinking without limits

sin medios
NO MEANS without resources, essentially no money (to do something) 



sinergía social
SOCIAL SYNERGY.  Synergy is a concept in physics that consists in the effects resulting from two energies applied
simultaneously producing a better result than if they acted independently.  In the case of social synergy, it is a question
of coordinating the efforts of different companies and institutions to optimize the benefits granted by state entities to the
community.  Barcelona has a dedicated company that is precisely called Sinergia Social. 

sinfónicocoral
SYMPHONIC CHOIR that combines the symphony orchestra with choral singing. 

sinificado de lipidez
LIPID SINIFICATION see LIPIDITY

sinografía
SINOGRAPHY of the Latin sinus, 'curve, cavity, concavity' and of the Greek graphia, 'description by drawings or graphs';
technique of graphic description of a cavity. 

sinonimos ded oro en paño
SYNONYMS DED GOLD IN CLOTH SEE KEEP AS GOLD IN CLOTH

sinónimos de bárbula
SYNONYMS OF BÁRBULA BÁRBULA is a place in the municipality of Naguanagua, Venezuela where the headquarters
of the University of Carabobo is located.  Therefore it has no synonyms. 

sintagma fijo
A SYNTAGMA is one or more words that make up a syntactic unit (kernel) on which comments are made.  Thus, there
are adjective syntagmas and nominal syntagmas, Capaz is SYNTAGMA adjective in Able to jump the fence.  Valentia
and perseverance is nominal SYNTAGMA in valentia and perseverance are essential factors of success. 

sintagma fijo
A SYNTAGMA is one or more words that make up a syntactic unit (kernel) on which comments are made.  Thus, there
are adjective syntagmas and nominal syntagmas, Capaz is SYNTAGMA adjective in Able to jump the fence.  Valentia
and perseverance is nominal SYNTAGMA in valentia and perseverance are essential factors of success. 

sinverguenzura
SINVERGUENZURA error by SCOUNDREL, action (somewhat) dishonest and abusive, 

sir
SIR English word meaning sir.  Formerly it was used among peers.  But today it is a sign of respect for a superior, an
authority, a military, a teacher or a person who is cared for. 

site
SITE anglicism by SITE, to refer to a physical site.  How tourist places, like virtual sites, like web pages. 

síncopa



SYNCOPATION extraction of one or more characters within a word

síndic
SÍNDIC recent institution of Catalonia, but that has its origins in the medieval era, such as the Assemblies of Peace and
Truce or the provisors of greuges.  The Ombudsman has its roots in the Swedish institution of the Ombudsman, created
in 1809 as a parliamentary commissioner charged with receiving complaints from citizens.  This is what we call the
Ombudsman. 

síndrome de florencia
FLORENCE SYNDROME See STENDHAL SYNDROME

skatepark
SKATEPARK anglicism derived from skateboarding, 'skating, skating' and Park, 'park'; skate park. 

skijoring
SKIJORING by the Norwegian SKIKJÖRING, 'driving the eski'.  Winter sport invented in Norway in the nineteenth
century in order to speed up military shipments.  A skier on a single eski, sometimes two fingers wide, is pulled by an
animal, dog, horse, deer, or by a mechanical traction machine. Initially this sport was done in the Scandinavian
countries, but today it has spread all over the world Speed and skill competitions are made. 

slr
SLR self loading rifle.  A .7 caliber combat rifle. 62 . 

smico
SMICO SPAM

smol
SMOL anglicism of urban language to indicate someone small, thin and nice.  It derives from small, small or small. 
Often the expression smol bean, 'porotito' is used to designate a celebrity, a musician or a famous person, who is small
and appreciated. 

smurfing
SMURFING See SMURFing, smurfing or smurfing action

snacks
SNACKS pl .  of SNACK, canapé, snack food, such as chips, nuts or toasted corn that accompanies a drink. 

snico
SNICO SPAM

snico
SNICO SPAM



sobrao
SOBRAO Deformation (syncopation) of SOBRADO, arrogant Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
arrogant, oerulant, arrogante, sobrado, soberbio, altanero, petulante

sobre tablas
ON TABLES on stage or prosenium. 

sobreconcentración
OVERCONCENTRATION Abnormal and excessive concentration

sobredesinformación
DISINFORMATION Disinformation, very popularized by social networks and fake news, where the lie has no importance
but how many seers and listeners believe it, is a greater evil that has created a hyperdisconfided society.  Given the sad
success it achieves because it is much easier to give a like than to think critically misinformation is here to stay.  And
this because it has a tremendous impact on the information would be and responsible, which begins to doubt and put at
the same height of the false.  Over-disinformation is nothing more than an augmentative of the same, perhaps a clearer
expression of the infodemic that invades us. 

sobredolarización
OVER-DOLLARIZATION Quality of over-dollarized .  Excess dollarization, exaggerated or excessive use of the
conversion of prices and transaction of products, services and values in the dollar currency instead of the national or
local currency, usually very much from the qvalued. 

sobreendeudar
OVER-INDEBTEDness over the ability to pay, ensuring a future economic crisis. 

sobreendeudarse
OVER-INDEBTEDNESS making financial commitments over capacity to pay

sobreexpresión
OVEREXPRESSION intentionally exaggerated gesture

sobrehumático
OVERHyMATIC construction mounted on the adjective "superhuman".  The second term "humático" is a clear cultism of
the author; humus is latin for earth; hence overhymatic means supraterrestrial. 

sobrelegislar
OVER-LEGISLATE Making too many regulations and laws.  Abusing to make laws (without properly resolving the issues
they deal with). 

sobremadurarse
OVERRIPE go from ripe, rot

sobrenadante



SUPERNATANT The upper liquid part resulting from the precipitation of a component of an aqueous solution.  The
lower component is the PRECIPITATE

sobreoxigenado
SUPEROXYGENATED with excess oxygen in the blood reaching the brain Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be hyperventilated

sobrepastorear
OVERGRAZING exceed the proper use of a soil for the lighting of livestock. 

sobrepenalizar
OVERCRIMINALIZE punishing a fault or crime with a punishment higher than the one that corresponds. 

sobrerrepresentada
OVERREPRESENTED that their participation in a group is greater than that which corresponds according to their
proportion of the total. 

sobresalientes
OUTSTANDING pl .  of OUTSTANDING, outstanding, which stands out

sobretratamiento
OVERTREATMENT overtreatment

sobreviraje
OVERSTEER EFFECT that occurs when driving a vehicle and turning in a curve, in which the rear wheels continue
approximately in the original direction before taking the curve. 

socio educativo
SOCIO EDUCATIVO, error by SOCIOEDUCATIVO, relative to the planning and implementation of programs of social
impact, through educational activities to certain groups and individuals.   There is talk of SOCIO-EDUCATIONAL
intervention. 

socioafectiva
SOCIOAFFECTIVE It is spoken of SOCIO-AFFECTIVE ability and generally in plural, socio-affective skills, because
they are emotional aptitudes that are transmitted at a social level, in the life of relationship between two people.  An
emotional reaction originates in the mind, from an intelligent structure.  Understanding that belief structure facilitates
communication with the other. 

sofing
SOFING hypermodern sport that consists of spending time sitting on the sofa, either playing play (Playstation) or
watching movies.  This "activity" has been driven by telecommuting and aversion to physical activities.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be soffing

soft skill



SOFT SKILL anglicism for 'soft skill'; is commonly used in the plural .  In contrast to hard skills, knowledge and
professional experience, soft skills say relationship with personal qualities to work with others: leadership, empathy,
emotional intelligence, perseverance, maturity.  Most employees who quit their company do so because of the bad
SOFT skills of their direct boss (toxic boss) 

sollazar
SOLLAZAR SPAM

sonic
SONIC is a series of video games published by Sega and the Sonic Team.  SONIC is a very important character in this
medium.  2 .  Sonic , in English

soñar con sopa negra
DREAMING OF BLACK SOUP This is a dictionary and here the meaning of words and phrases is clarified.  The
consultant is not interested in that, but in the meaning of his dream.  You should turn to a dream interpretation
dictionary, of which there are several on Google.  I anticipate that it requires giving the context, because it is not so
relevant that it is black, but the situation: if he is giving soup to another, or if they give him soup, or if he is in love. 

sopa de maní
Peanut soup, peanut soup or peanut soup is a basic soup of African cuisine, made from peanuts with other ingredients. 
It is also prepared in the Far East, the United States ?? and other areas of the world. 

soya verde
SOYA VERDE vigna radiata is a legume of the fabaceas family.  Its production is Asian at around 90%. 

spikeball
SPIKEBALL derived from spike (rivet of a ball and all kinds of sharp tips, such as long nails, stoproles, protection tips on
the bars and high parts of the walls, precious peaks or other variables, etc.  ) sport that is played in pairs in which a team
throws a ball on a circular mesh and the opposing team has up to 3 touches to return the ball to the mesh.  The points
are won by the one who makes the opponent unable to respond.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
spike ball, mesh game and yellow balls

spoiler
SPOILER It is not a spoiler proper, but any part that modifies, and in general improves the aerodynamics of a vehicle. 
They are spoliers, for example the windproof tray that is placed on the roof of the cab of trucks, and also the
aerodynamic stabilizer bar over the rear suitcases of cars.  2 .  Anglicism for something said by a person who annoys
others who did not know.  3 .  Clip, synopsis or similar about a movie that reveals details of it.  To spoil is to spoil in
English and here it makes sense to lose the mystery of the film, destroy the surprise factor

spyware
SPYWERE In computer science and digital crime: software that is installed on digital equipment in order to make fishing,
collecting sensitive information from the user to proceed to defraud him. 

stand up comedy
STAND UP COMEDY anglicism of STAND UP 'standing' and COMEDY, 'comedy' refers to the show in which a
comedian performs alone on stage and makes a humorous presentation unaccompanied by other people (may



incorporate things like a motorcycle, or animals) Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be suc monologue

stendhal
STENDHAL pseudonym of the French writer Henri Beyle (1783-1842), one of the most important representatives of
realism.  Highlights are Red and Black, The Charterhouse of Parma, Ammancy, of Love.  He is famous for having
anxiety attacks when he was facing a lot of beauty, which happened to him every time he was in Florence.  When finally
the pathology was determined, tachycardia, sweating, dizziness, pressure rise, this gave rise to Stendhal syndrome, 

stikeball
STIKEBALL error by spikeball or by strike ball.  Spike in English is a long nail, a estoperol on the sole of the shoe, a
needle at the top of a wall and also a rivet of a ball, as in volleybsl.  A strike is an accurate blow, as in bowling or
baseball, in addition to multiple and varied types of impacts.  .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
spike ball, spikeball, new mesh and yellow balls

stock digital
DIGITAL STOCK stock is the quantity of a product that is in warehouse digital stock is the name of several stores selling
spare parts equipment and supplies related to technology or music and videos.  Mercado Libre has a digital stock of
thousands of products. 

stop-motion
STOP-MOTION animation technique that consists of giving movement to static images by means of small changes of
successive images.  There are mobile applications that allow anyone to make a stop motion for children (or adults) from
a suitable image.  Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions can be volume animation, frame-by-frame animation

stream house
STREAM HOUSE house of streamers, where they make their live shows. in Chile the Streaming House, better known
as "SH", is the house where a group of content creators of the Twitch platform live and perform live, which was installed
as the first of its kind in Chile, but which was abandoned to enter Trovo.  STREAMING[ ) E] is the technology that allows
you to transmit video and audio files in a continuous stream over an Internet connection.  Podcasts, webcasts, movies,
TV shows, and music videos are common types of streaming content.   .  .  . 

streaming
STREAMING anglicism coming from STREAM, 'train (of data), run, chain (of data, news, etc.) Streaming is the
sequencing of data packets (data streaming). In particular, in the case of transmissions, STREAMING is the
transmission, processing and projection on online computers so that the beginning of the transmission can coincide with
the beginning of the projection, without having to wait for the completion of the reception of the file.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be continuous broadcast, streaming, continuous reading, streaming, streaming
downloading

stremear
STREMEAR stream

sub 18
SUB 18 In sport in general, minors are classified in sections, according to the following pattern: SUB 20 : Those who
meet in the year 18 and 19 years.  SUB 18 : Those who meet in the year 17 and 16 years.  SUB 16 : Those who meet in
the year 15 and 14 years.  SUB 14 : Those who meet in the year 13 and 12 yearsBut this model is not always followed. 
For example in the Evita Games of Argentina, the sections are: Under 14 (those between 10 and 14 years old) Under 15



(those between 13 and 15 years old) Under 16 (those between 15 and 16 years old) Under 17 (those between 16 and
17 years old) Under 18 (those who are under 18 years old) 

subcuenta de vivienda
HOUSING SUBACCOUNT account associated with a main account, and which is reserved for savings operations and
purchase of a home. 

subestructura celular
A SUBSTRUCTURE is another structure within a larger or more important one.  The cell is an organism that has a
structure composed of several elements, within which the nucleus is located.  Chromosomes are substructures found in
the center (nucleus) of cells that carry long fragments of DNA, material that contains genes and is the building block of
the human body.  Chromosomes also contain proteins. 

subidón
SUDDEN AND SIGNIFICANT RISE (prices, temperature, etc.) 

sublevante
SUBLEVANTE that induces rebellion or uprising, opposition to comply with orders or established norms

submuestra
SUBSAMPLING sample taken from a larger sample

subpacto
SUBPACT agreement, usually political alliance, made by political parties to gather forces and stand for a popular
election with a greater chance of winning than if they competed on separate lists.  Within a pact, sometimes second
pacts, or subpacts, are generated that affect a commune, district, or region, but not the entire country. 

subpolítica
SUBPOLITICS see INFRAPOLITICS

suceptores
SUCEPTORS error by SUSCEPTOR

suciedad o basura
DIRT OR JUNK SPAM

suciedades
DIRT pl .  dirt , grime

sucrea
SUCREA Sucrea is a genus of flowering plants in the grass family.  Understand 4 species? : Sucrea maculataSucrea
monophyllaSucrea sampaianaSucrea sampaniana



sufragante
VOTER WHO VOTES, WHO PARTICIPATES WITH HIS VOTE IN AN ELECTION FOR A PUBLIC OFFICE. 

suicidar
COMMIT SUICIDE by taking one's own life, killing oneself.  2 .  Figuratively, committing a very dangerous act: suicidal
enterprise. 

sulfatos
SULFATES Pl .  of SULFATE, salt derived from H2SO4, or sulfuric acid

sunga
SUNGA men's swimsuit reduced and glued to the body and short cut. 

super bien
SUPER BIEN excellent, súper good Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be excellent, wonderful

superbendición
SUPERENDENT blessing of great scope or of great depth. 

superclara
SUPERCLEAR f .  by SÚPERCLARO

superdeportiva
SUPER SPORTy f .  of SUPERDEPORTIVO, very sporty, extremely dedicated to the activity of sport

superdeportivo
SUPERCAR THAT HAS BEEN EXTREME THE SPORTY STYLE OVER THE FUNCTIONAL.  For example, a
SUPERCAR, by definition will always have only 1 or two seats and will be very aerodynamic and most likely convertible,
with doors that open upwards and not outwards. 

superexpress
SUPEREXPRESS Ultra-fast, very fast

superfan
SUPERFAN anglicism derived from FAN contraction of fanatic.  Great admirer or addict. 

supergranja
SUPERFARM farm of great proportions where domestic animals are raised. 

superhooligan
SUPERHOOLIGAN Super fan of English football, usually quarrelsome and violent.  See HOOLIGAN



superhumano
SUPERHUMAN that is superior to the human or humans.  That it has powers that humans bo have. 

superhumano superhumana
SUPERHUMAN SUPERHUMAN SEE SUPERHUMAN

superlativo de agre
SUPERLATIVE OF AGRE Agreísimo, very acidic

supermaratón
SUPERMARATHON marathon of massive features

supermayoritaria
SUPERMAJORITARIA f .  of [SUPERMAJORITARIAN, which exceeds the number necessary to constitute a majority. 

superpersonalizado
SUPERPERSONALIZED that has been differentiated in an extreme way from the default or 'by default'. 

supertaco
SUPERTACO In Chile: abnormally large concentration of vehicles that prevent speed forwarding

supramayoritario
SUPRAMAJORITY that has or constitutes a majority greater than the minimum necessary. 

supranormal
SUPERNATURAL SUPRANOEMAL, which surpasses what is normal, which comes out of the human: supranoemal
powers

supraordinación
SUPRAORDINATION Hierarchy of greater authority on which depend persons of lesser authority.  Supraordination has
as a counterpart SUBORDINATION where people owe obedience to a higher authority, and ISOORDINATION, where
everyone in a group has the same level of authority. 

suprapolicial
SUPRAPOLICIAL that is above police action or jurisdiction

suprasubordinación
SUPRASUBORDINATION Subordination is the action of putting oneself or being in command of a hierarchical superior. 
The Latin prefix supra means over; major class that contains and exercises authority over the subordinate class. 
Suprasubordination is a redundancy of supraordination. 

surfactante
SURFACTANT Anglicism derived from SURFACE ACTIVE AGENT, or surfactant, name by which it is designated to



elements that cause surface tension on others or that are surface tensioned.  The Spanish name is surfactant or
surfactant

surrounding
SURROUNDING Anglicism meaning envelope, surround, derived from the verb surround, 'to surround'.  SURROUND
(SOUND) is called the musical effect that was used in the 60s and 70s where sounds were separated by different
channels and played in multistereo mode by different speakers placed in a circle or oval of the listeners' enclosure or the
auditorium or movie theater.  In this way sound also came from the sides and back producing the feeling of being in the
middle of many sounds coming from all sides as if you were in a live event.  It came to install 6 to 9 different speakers. 

susceptor
SUSCEPTOR material used for its ability to absorb electromagnetic energy and convert it into heat.  This energy is
typically radiofrequency or microwave radiation used in industrial heating processes, and also occasionally in microwave
appliances. 

sustanciabilidad
SUBSTANCE QUALITY of substance, which can be solidified, consolidated, agglomerated, concentrated, give
consistency

susti gusti
Susti gusti term invented by Dani Rovira, presenter of the Goya awards at the 2015 gala, to express that double feeling
of taste and fright. 

susti-gusti
SUSTI-GUSTI SEE SUSTI GUSTI

súperbajo
EXTREMELY LOW OR SMALL SUPER LOW

súperclaro
SUPER CLEAR of meridian clarity, very clear. 

súperhumano
SUPERHUMAN that has powers superior to those of humans. 

súperpequeño
SUPER SMALL something much smaller than what would be considered small in its genre. 

súperpersonalizado
SUPER PERSONALIZED that is very well individualized, for example, with your name, photo, RUT and address. 

synth pop
SYNTH POP (synthesizer pop), is a subgenre of pop and electronic music born in the late '70s. Common Instruments :
Synthesizer, Electronic Drums, Drum Machine, Electric Bass



ta madre
TA MOTHER PUTAMADRE

ta madre
TA MOTHER PUTAMADRE

tabla burra
TABLE BURRA board of measures 2 . 90 X 0 . 18 X 0 . 025 When the thickness is less it is called sheet board

tabn
TABN SPAM

tactiles
TACTILES pl .  of TACTILE, relative or belonging to the tacti

tagüinche
TAGÜINCHE The click beetle (Pyrophorus noctiluca), is an elaterid of the order of beetles that inhabits the tropical
regions of America.  It stands out for its bioluminescence produced by two points near the pronotum and another in the
lower central part.  Unlike fireflies, the tagüinche emits a constant even light that increases in intensity if touched.  His
other curiosity is that when he is on his back he can turn around thanks to a spring that he has in the ventral part of the
chest and that he can activate.  For this reason in English it is known as click beetle, or click beetle.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be cocuy, cocuyo, tagüinche, tucu tucu, click beetle, beetle click, achon 40, in
nicaragua 41, , anthrax 40 , costa rica 41 , , copechi 40 , sinaloa and sonora 41 ,  

tahena
TAHENA f .  of TAHENO, and better, TAHEÑO, of (hair) bermejo color, reddish color. 

tahuaro
TAHUARO in Huasteca means indigenous of Michoacán, is a word used in Mexico to refer to the Indians of Tamaulipas.
 2 .  Argentine governmental organization concerned to report on alcohol, drugs, smoking and other addictions.  The
mendoza government has a Facebook page with that name on it. 

taitetú
TAITETÚ Tayassu tajacu, is a peccary that has a white line around the neck, which looks like a necklace, and which is
distinguished by its very thick hairs that bristles when angry. 

tajuarín
TAJUARÍN It means fabric of southern Tamaulipas and comes from tahuaro, huasteca word that means Michoacan
indigenous group.  It is used in Mexico to name those belonging to the group of TAHUAROS.  2 . Song by Rafael
Ramírez, from 1957. 

taksi en que idioma esta
TAKSI see TAXI



talent show
TALENT SHOW textually 'talent show', type of television programs where very talented people or groups present their
artistic skills in front of an audience and a jury to go through several stages of classification and reach a final. 

tambero mediero
TAMBERO MEDIERO The tamberos are agricultural producers, of low scale and based on family work, who produce
and elaborate their raw material, selling the by-products elaborated directly or through other channels.  When this
production is carried out in partnership with others they become medieros, who go halfway (or in another proportion) in
the business. 

tambo
Tambo RESUEÑO EL TAMBO In Ancient Peru, a tambo (from Quechua tanpu, 'posta') was an enclosure located next to
an important road used as a shelter and as a collection center.  The Incas sent the quipus (messages of knots) with the
chasquis, which were actually postmen of royalty, who were replenishing themselves in the tambos.  The Inca Trail had
tambos every 20 or 30 kms, equivalent to a day on foot.  In Argentina it originally had the meaning of posta, and they
had cows.  In Colombia this is the name given to the corral where it is ordered.  In Mexico tambo is synonymous with
prison.  Many towns in Bolivia, Peru, Chile, Panama, Colombia, and Ecuador are called, Tambo, El Tambo, or
compound terms that include tambo.  For obvious reasons these places are numerous in Peru. Used like this in
Argentina Used like this in Argentina

tampoco la pavada
NEITHER THE PAVADA in Argentina: a pavada is stupid, silliness.  Neither does the pavada! It is very often used when
someone advises us something following our line of thought, but that when listening to it from the other it is a bit
extreme. 

tañente
TAÑENTE refereed to bells: que tañe (with a ringing capability) del verbo tañer, to ring

taparroscas
SCREW CAPERS thread cap of a container that is screwed to close and unscrewed to open.  In contrast to the crown
cap, supposedly single-use, which is uncovered and discarded. 

tarascadas
TARASCADAS pl .  of TARASCADA, of TARASCA, jaw; chewing

tardevieja
TARDEVIEJA alternative that invented hotels and nightclubs due to the curfew on Spanish New Year's Eve. 

tardígrado
TARDIGRADE Tardigrades phylum of E]ecdisozoos within the animal kingdom, characterized by being invertebrates,
protostomes, segmented and microscopic, of the order of half mm.  long caterpillar-like shaped, walking slowly, similar
to how a bear does.  They are the most resistant beings on the planet, as they survive freezing at almost absolute zero
and boiling water at 150°C.  Years can go by without drinking water.  Their body survives if they are fired by a cannon at
high speed, although it is studied because they become sterile after this event.  They can withstand 6000 atmospheres
of pressure and the cold and radiation of space.  They are more widespread than humans and there will be virtually
some of them in any small portion of water that is analyzed.  Tardigrades are investigated as possible contributors to the
advancement of technology for their resistance in extreme conditions and their different states of E]cryptobiosis



tardío anacrónico
LATE ANACHRONISTIC we should know the context in which these terms have been mentioned to be able to specify. 
We can analyze each one separately and try to explain its integral sense.  Late means of the end of an epoch, after the
normal date or period (e.g. a harvest, ripening, pictorial or literary style) and anachronistic, from the Greek ana meaning
'on, against' and kronos, 'time', which is out of place, which does not correspond to the epoch (for example, a prehistoric
man with a wristwatch on his arm is anachronistic,   an anachronism) .  Then late and anachronistic are approximate
synonyms to express that the noun that precedes them is out of epoch .  The separator comma was probably missing
from the list of synonyms and the program detected it as an undefined phrase. 

tarrío
TARRÍO Enrique Tarrio (Miami, 1983) is an American businessman and conservative politician, leader of the far-right
organization Proud Boys.  ? In 2020 he was a candidate in the Republican primary for the 27th district of the state of
Florida, but abdicated half xamino Tarrio is the director of the organization "Latinos por Trump" in the state of Florida. 
For the activities of this organization Tarrío was implicated along with 4 other members of Proud Boys in the crime of
conspiracy and convicted in June 2022. 

tarsígrado
TARDIGRADE typo by TARDIGRADE, microscopic beings that walk in a similar way as bears do and that are the most
resistant living beings on planet Earth. 

tartufosculturales
TARTUFOSCULTURAL ERROR BY TARTUFO CULTURAL .  false culture, illegitimate art.  It comes from Moliere's
classical play Tartuffe, written in 1664. Tartuffe was also called The Impostor or The Hypocrite. 

tasa de cambio
EXCHANGE RATE number of units of the local currency that correspond to a given foreign currency.  For example, "the
exchange rate of the dollar reached $1000 Chileans as a result of the uncertainty regarding the plebiscite of September
4"

tasa regla
RATE RULE this is not an expression with meanings, but rather two similar words that in some situations, and with
much generosity, could be considered synonymous, and were as such but without the corresponding separating
comma, so probably the search bot found it as an undefined phrase and here we are facing a "phrase" that is actually
spam So to review in RAE the second meaning of TASA and the fifth meanings and the locutions company rule, rule of
three, rule of three composed of RULE if you really have any doubts, guys.  Example: the rate of children born with blue
eyes is similar to that predicted by the rules of inheritance defined by Mendel, and therefore well called Mendel's Laws. 

tatemado
TATEMADO well roasted, almost burned. 

tatemar
TATEMAR In gastronomy: roast until almost burned.  Mexican cuisine technique. 

taxcea
TAXCEA is actually CEA TAX in English, from Children Education Allowance and from TAX, 'tax'; is the deductible that
taxpayers can deduct from the payment for children who study.  2 .  Error by TAXEA, from the verb taxear, to handle a
taxi. 



taxi
TAXI since no one went to the point with this rare word I want to tell you that it comes from German, because there the
taxameter was invented, an apparatus to quantify the amount to be charged for the lease.  It was built with the Greek
words taxa which means 'rate' and meter, which means 'measure', that is to say it is 'rate meter' From there it happened
to baptize the rental car as TAXI. 

taxodicea
TAXODICEA error by TAXODIACEA family of monoecious trees, resiniferous.  Acicular or squamiform leaves, perennial
or deciduous, arranged in helix.  Unisexual flowers, with several pollen sacs in each stamen and several seminal
primordia in each female flower. 

taza de cafe
COFFEE CUP error by COFFEE CUP, refers to 1 .  A drink that is taken hot as a restorative or to stay alert.  Coffee.  2 . 
Small vessel with handle to hold it in which an individual portion of coffee prepared to be served is served. 

tech
TECH is the apocope of technological or technology, technological or technology

technicolor
TECHNICOLOR mode of filming color films.  Technicolor is the registered trademark of a number of color cinema
processes developed by Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.  , today part of the new company Technicolor, exThomson.   (
disambiguation ) . Technicolor is a color filmmaking process invented in 1916 and then improved over several decades. 
It was the most widely used process in Hollywood between 1922 and 1952.  Technicolor was recognized for its
saturated level of color, and was used to film musicals such as The Wizard of Oz (1939) and Singing in the Rain (1952),
period films such as Robin Hood (1938) and Gone with the Wind (1939), or animated feature films such as Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) or Fantasia (1940),   both by Walt Disney. 

techo de cristal
GLASS CEILING Euphemism for having its own weaknesses that make it dangerous to attack another. 

techol
TECHOL Pakistani brand of lubricants, It is a contraction of technology and oil. 

tecnificación
TECNIFICACIÓN technification Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be mechanization

tecnocolonización
TECHNOCOLONIZATION conquers and dominates a country, a culture, a region through the massive invasion of
electronic devices proliferating their use in all areas of human activity

tecnoemocional
TECHNO-EMOTIONAL that is excited by new products, announcements and technological discoveries. 

tejido criboso
SIEVE TISSUE is the phloem or liber of parenchymal plants, anuclad cells that form the ducts through which nutrients



flow. 

teleasistir
TELEASISTIR provide customer service (or the customer) via social networks

telecable
TELECABLE Contraction of cable television, service of additional channels contracted and paid separately. 

telémaco
TELEMACHUS name of Greek origin meaning distant fighter (from TV, far, and makhe fight, fight).  He was, according
to the Odyssey, the son of Odysseus and Penelope. 

telogo
TELOGO SPAM

teloma
TELOMA m .  Botany: The morphological unit of vascular plants, which may be a terminal branch carrying a sporangium
or the simplest unit of the plant. 

tema peligroso
DANGEROUS TOPIC locution that wants to express that the matter has risks of being treated

temones
TEMONES Neologism plural of temón, augmentative of TEMA, theme. So, TEMONES are big themes Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be big issue

templura
TEMPLURA likely error by TEMPURA, typical Japanese frying the size of a bite that is lightly fried for 2 or 3 minutes.  2 .
 Possible neologism by TEMPLE, TEMPERANCE

tenacidad-obstinación
TENACITY-STUBBORNNESS practically synonymous terms indicating porfis, persistence.  Tenacity has a positive
connotation (of not giving up on an effort to achieve something), while obstinacy has a rather negative connotation, of
stubborn, obsessed, but it is not always the case

tencho
TENCHO is the nickname of Hortencio.  Tencha is also from HORTENCIA.  By extension it is sometimes called
TENCHAS to the flowers of the hydrangea.  Tencho would be a mistake

tendear
TENDEAR (Go) shopping from the spanish tienda, 'shop'

tener la fuerza de hércules



HAVING THE STRENGTH OF HERCULES Hercules or Heracles was the son of Zeus in Greek mythology, who was
entrusted with 12 tasks that required extraordinary strength and skill.  Having fulfilled them, he was granted divinity. 
This brought the word 'Herculean' to English, having or requiring great strength, figuratively, the strength of Hercules. 

tener los ojos como platos
HAVING THE EYES AS Allegory dishes for 'being amazed'; to have your eyes open in amazement. 

tener relaciones sexuales
Having sex this concept without a context has a broad spectrum.  It means, in simple, having sex.  But what is meant by
that? The traditional was an intimate contact between a heterosexual man and a woman consummating intercourse or
penetration.  But today the expression encompasses an enormous diversity, although always related to sexual pleasure
and the intention to orgasm, that is, to reach the climax.  They can be intimate contacts without penetration, and
relationships between 2 or more people (threesomes and), and activities between heterosexuals, homosexuals,
lesbians, transsexuals, asexuals, shemals (women with male genitalia) and others.  Activities can be of the "vanilla" type
such as vaginal or anal penetration, or go to extremes such as domination, sexual slavery, submission, sadomasochism,
bondage, golden rain, brown rain, fisting, pegging (woman penetrating the man) use of sex toys and other variants. 

tengui
TENGUI in Spain: Catalan application to promote the sale of products and services in the neighborhood. 

tensionante
STRESSFUL that produces stress 2 .  that produces opposition or confrontation

tenues
TENUES pl .  TENUE , light , soft , minimum

teoricista
Theoretical THEORIST, person who theorizes

tepepan
TEPEPAN Place near Mexico City.  This remarkable and ancient locality in the ancient period housed a temple
dedicated to Tonantzin, mother goddess, which was widely venerated and most famous at Tepeyac, site of the current
Basilica of Guadalupe.  In Nahuatl, Tepepan simply means "on the hill." 

tequis
TEQUIS is about the inhabitants of Tequisquiapan, a city in the central region of Mexico, known for its mineral baths that
were very popular in the past, and which keeps its Spanish colonial buildings well preserved in cobblestone streets. 

terapia beretta
BERETTA THERAPY Chilean foundation named after Pier Giuseppe Beretta It was founded in 1981 according to his
wishes.  It was officially recognized by presidential decree no.  275 on 20 April 1983 . The objective of the Beretta
Foundation is to carry out scientific research in malignant neoplasia; in particular, it is the collection and analysis of
clinical and experimental data in relation to different types of cancer, in addition to the indication of THERAPIES for
patients suffering from types of neoplasms, especially BREAST OR LUNG CANCER, with special attention to prevention
and immunology studies



tereso
TERESO masculinization of the femenine name Teresa. 2. Afeminated young man.

termiestable
TERMIESTABLE SPAM

terminacion de cito
ENDING OF CYTO the suffix -cito is of Greek origin has as its first meaning the meaning of cell, as in lymphocyte,
leukocyte, phagocyte, erythrocyte.  It can go to the beginning, with equal meaning, as in cytology, cytoplasm, cytostoma.
 Secondly, it is used in many nouns to turn them into diminutives: little man, little piece, little piece, little night, little heart,
little love. 

termolisis
THERMOLYSIS f .  Chemistry, Thermodynamics: thermo, heat, temperature and lysis, solution.  Decomposition of a
substance by means of heat.  The Rae rejects this spelling and maintains that all terms ending in lysis are compass
voices, as they retain their etymological accentuation.  However he accepts both in some voices.  Ergo ,
THERMOLYSIS , catalysis , analysis , Umlauts , paralysis , dialysis , hydrolysis , pyrolysis , photolysis , hemolysis .  But,
for example, it accepts hydrolysis, photolysis, hemolysis.  In oarticular, thermolysis is not an accepted voice, so neither
is thermolysis.  Thermolysis consists of a momecular distancing due to the action of heat that reduces the forces of
molecular cohesion

terquedades
STUBBORNNESS pl .  of STUBBORNNESS, porfia, irrational insistence

terreno dividido
DIVIDED LAND subdivided land.  legally it is spoken of subdivision of a land.   It is the procedure by which the
subdivision of a parent lot into two or more sublots is authorized, which must meet the minimum regulatory requirements
of area and lot front. 

territorio puente
BRIDGE TERRITORY figuratively, area or element that allows to unite dissident factions or opposing positions and
facilitates reaching agreements and concensus.  Physically, a neutral and dual territory such as the demilitarized zone
border between the two Koreas, although at the moment it is more than a bridge, separator

terrofobia
TERROPHOBIA hatred or fear of inner fear, intense anguish in the face of a real or fictitious imminent danger. 

terrorismo ambiental
ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM Go against the well-being of the environment.  Commit one or more illegal actions that
damage or destroy environmental resources or deprive others of their use. 

testificacin
SPAM TESTIMONIAL

tetaza



-augmentative TETAZA; big

teticas
TETICAS Small tits, diminutive of TETAS. 

teu
TEU acronym corresponding to Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit, considered as the maritime transport unit, but which today
has been extended to other areas of commerce and industry.  It is the unit of cargo volume of a standard container, 20
feet long (6 m) 8 feet wide and 8 feet high (2.4 m).  Thus, the outer volume reaches 38, 51 cubic meters.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be transport equivalent unit

teus
TEUS pl .  of TEU, unit of maritime cargo carried in container.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
twenty foot equivalent unit

thailandés
Thai THAILAND, native to Thailand, ancient Siam, in Southeast Asia, south of Myanmar and northwest of Vietnam. 

thermomix
THERMOMIX multifunctional food processor that combines what can have a chopper, a grater, a kneader, a juicer, a
blender, a mortar, a refrigerator, an ice picker and a coffee grinder

ticketing
TICKETING management tool that contributes to customer loyalty and improve the interaction between representatives
of a company.  It is about recording and classifying individual information in order to speed up the resolution of
contingent problems.  Nowadays a high percentage of customers base their satisfaction on not having to repeat their
demands and problems when buying a product which makes TICKETING an important element.  It includes, for
example, the FAQ, which in many cases avoids slow interaction with callcenters and agents.  Try to speed up the
solution while still keeping the warm and more humane treatment. 

tierra adrentro
INLAND expression formerly used to indicate territories within the continent or island, considering being close to the
seashore.  Thus the distance is towards the water is spoken of sea in or offshore, indistinctly. 

tiguera
TIGUERA in Dominican Republic: fast and skillful action to take advantage of some circumstance

tigueraje
TIGUERAJE in the Dominican Republic: way of thinking or acting quickly. 

tiilla
TIILLA in Spain: diminutive of TIA, derogatory.  In Spain any man is a guy.  A woman, similarly, is an aunt.  It says
nothing about kinship.  It is synonymous with type or tipa when the interlocutor is not told, which is also valid: hey, uncle,
give me a hand. 



tilarán
TILARÁN 3a .  Pers.  pl.  of the verb TILAR .  It seems rather a mistake by TILLAR which means to make a floor, a
parquet, and especially a tiling (de tile, badosa in English) Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be to
emballdozar

timbal de pasta
TIMBAL DE PASTA typical preparation of southern Italy.  In the north, specifically in Emilia-Romagna, there is a similar
dish, called pasticcio di maccheroni. ? Very caloric ingredients are used so it is not suitable for any diet.  For example,
white sauce, mozzarella cheese, peas, tomato sauce, Parmesan cheese, eggs, salt, pepper, diced ham (or bacon), plus
tomato sauce, butter, gauda cheese and baking.  , Macaroni-type paste is usually used, so it is also known as macaroni
timpani.  Pasta timpani are prepared in circular molds so they are presented as very attractive multicolored cylinders or
as a torus (thick ring) 

tincreta
TIN CRETE place on the island of Crete, near Rethymno.  From Heraklion you can make cruises for US$200 to the
island of Santorini, and for about $100 to Gramvousa and Balos, thanks to which the island is bathed by the Aegean to
the north and by the Libyan Sea to the south. 

tindu
TINDU Hummingbird in Mazatec language (from Mazatlan, Mexico).  Song by Maribai Ceiba (2021) "You came,
beautiful hummingbirdDressing not to stayAnd among all, you choseThe most beautiful flower to satiate youbebased the
purest love nectarSpurtening each kissPurtening each hug, every momentWined, beautiful hummingbirdDressing not to
stayAnd among all, you choseThe best tree to warm youAnd flapped your wings with frenzySpurting each kissPurtening
each hug, each moment"Follow one more stanza. Composers : Markus Sieber/ Angélica Baumbach

tinga
TINGA typical Mexican dish, made with shredded meat (chicken, pork or beef) in a sauce based on tomato, onion, garlic
and chipotle chili.  Tinga toast is popular, but it is also served as a taco, quesadilla or molote, and is accompanied with
avocado, queso fresco, lettuce, picada, cream or radish.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be 40,
meat 41, mechada

tintrea
TINTREA world belonging to the video game Viola and the spirits of TINTREA, in which Viola is a vampire-witch who
has been banished to this distant and dangerous land. 

tio de mi cora
Uncle of my spam cora

tipgrafo
SPAM RIPGRAPH

tipludo
TIPLUDO In Mexico : tiple derivative; very high-pitched voice. 

tiranuelo coronado
TIRANUELO CORONADO TIRANUELO is a derogatory and NON-derogatory diminutive of TYRANT, dictator, despot. 



Coronado is an adjective that implies that he has been named king by an act of coronation. 

tirapi
TIRAPI Marathi term meaning crooked, dry and mocking humor, perverted.  2 .  Song by Melissa Aldana and the Crash
Trio (2020). 

tiras cómicas
COMIC STRIPS pl .  of TIRA XÓMICA , comic strip .  Series of drawn vignettes containing humor and entertainment.  It
usually appears periodically in a newspaper, magazine or on social networks.  Sometimes, like Garfield or Asterix, it is
taken to the cinema. 

tiránicamente
TIRÁNICAMENTE in a tyrannical way, imposing through strenght

tirárselas
THROW THEM Allegory for scratching the balls, slackening, lazing, lazing

titanic
TITANIC etymologically 'titanic' referring to the Titans of Olympus, from Greek mythology.  Ocean liner that hit an
iceberg and sank on its first voyage, going from Southampton to New York.  She sailed on 10 April 1912 and sank the
night between 14 and 15, in the Newfoundland region, two days before reaching port. 

toallita humeda
WET WIPES Wet wipes are disposable cloths of non-woven fabric impregnated with liquid and packaged in sheets or
dispensing boxes.  Wipes are sold for various purposes, such as skin cleansing, personal hygiene or object wipes,
disinfectant wipes and refreshing wipes.  The first wet wipe, the wet nap, was invented in 1958, but the first popularized
was the Wash-n-dry which was used on all passenger flights for many years. 

tocadora
DRESSING TABLE f .  of PLAYER who plays a musical instrument.  2 .  Key to tune an instrument.  In its masculine
form only, furniture with mirrors to fix the hair and groom.  Also bathroom. 

tocar hierro
TOUCH IRON hit something metallic to invoke luck or protection against misfortunes.  It is typical of the Italians,
because the Spaniards and Americans TOUCH WOOD instead of iron

todo el mundo
EVERYONE expression that means the vast majority, almost all.  It implies that it is the generality and custom (of doing
something): everyone bathes. 

todo lo conquista
ALL CONQUERS that triumphs in anything that ventures

token



TOKEN is a bliss or currency that has a defined value in a given environment, where it is used as a bargaining chip.  For
example, tokens have been used in the New York subway for more than 70 years, and they are perforated coins or
tokens that have varied in value over time.  In computing: Tokenization, if applied to data security, refers to the process
of replacing a sensitive data element with one with no real value or token, without an extrinsic or exploitable value.

toli
TOLI Locution adverbial mode .  It indicates that someone is foolish, stupid, short, candid, simple, unwary. 

tolongo
TOLONGO Silly person, not very insightful, simplistic 2 .  Song released in 1983 by King Sunny Adé. 

tomador de apuestas
BETTOR person who acts as a bookmaker, receiving bets for events, usually sports or election, and who pays
according to the odds, in an inversely proportional way. 

tomar gusto
TAKE PLEASURE 1 .  grab the taste of a thing or an activity.  2 .  Acquire the flavor (to something) 

tominejos
TOMINEJOS pl .  of TOMINEJO, hummingbird, hummingbird, set of apodiform birds endemic to America.  They are the
smallest birds and have the fastest flutter, 70 times per second, that is, more than 4000 per minute.  They inhabit, in
general, in flowery places.  They can fly in reverse.  Its long beak allows you to access your favorite dish, the nectar of
flowers, without even touching it, smearing itself with pollen that will allow pollinating other plants. 

tonema
TONEMA Linguistics : derived from TONO;  inflection of the voice that is recorded in a melodic unit, which is delimited
by the appearance of a discontinuity in the rhythmic pattern of speech.  We apply an ascending tonema if the phonic
group does not close the communication.  On the other hand we use a descending tonema when we want to report the
end or termination of a sentence.  According to Tomás Navarro, at the end of each phonic group five classes of tonemas
can be distinguished. 

tonemas
TONEMAS pl .  by TONEMA

tonto del culo
ASS RONTO who is extremely dumb, as smart as an ass. 

tontuelo
TONTUELO diminutive of tonto, fool;  lovely way to say fool when you are fooling around, specially when you are
seducing someone or in sexual intercourse. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be little fool, little devil

toola
TOOLA toola is the phonetics of the spanish word TULA who derives from tool in english. In spanish tool is herramienta,
word used for penis. Tula is a pretty-pretty word for 'chula', penis, an abbreviated form of 'pichula' a vulgarism. Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be tula, pichula, penis, dick



topo topo
TOPO TOPO song by the Colombian musical ensemble, created in 1962, los Corraleros del Majagual (2014) and Eliseo
Herera as a guest artist.  It is part of the gold album, vol.  3

toquecito
TOUCH DIMINUTIVE TOUCH, doses of cocaine and other hallucinogenic substance. 

toques suaves
SOFT TOUCHES small caresses

torniscn
RORNISCN SPAM

toronjil de menta
MINT LEMON BALM Name of Chilean bergamot or Peppermint

tos convulsa
WHOOPING COUGH error

totipotencia
TOTIPOTENCE cellular quality of being TOTIPOTENT; maximum potential

totipotencial
TOTIPOTENTIAL with the ability of stem cells to differentiate by maturing into all and any of the more than 200 cell
types. 

totipotente
TOTIPOTETE cell with a nucleus that has the ability of the zygote, to give rise to each type of adult cell.  It has the
maximum capacity. 

totorressisme
TOTORRESSISME Catalan word derived from 'tot o res' is to say 'all or nothing to express a political current that
advocated Catalan nationalism in the nineteenth century.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
todismo or nadismo, tot or res

trabajar por cuenta propia
SELF-EMPLOYED be independent, work on a deal

trabazn
TRABAZN SPAM

tracking
TRACKING anglicism which means tracking, tracking. 



trade off
TRADE OFF compensation settlement solution, as used in engineering and design, in Europe, although in other areas
and places it can be used in English or translated.  The unemployment rate is a TRADE off

trader
TRADER anglicism which means trader, derived from trade, 'trade'; is any investor or speculator who operates in the
financial markets in order to obtain profits in the short, medium or long term.  In another sense, in Spanish traders are
considered trader only to traders who act professionally in the markets trading prooios and third-party financial products.

traduccin
SPAM TRANSLATION

traducir villanelle
 . VILLANELLE derives from the Italian villanella, which refers to a rustic song or dance, and which comes from villain or
"peasant" or villein.  Villano derives from the medieval Latin villanus, meaning "pawn".  The etymology of the word
relates to the fact that the original form was the pastoral theme. 1 .  Song that is developed for a pastoral or folkloric
dance.  2 .  Poem of two rhymes, which originally had no fixed form but that from "VILLANELLE" (1606) by Jean
Passerat went on to have 19 lines divided into 5 thirds and a finish of a quatrain.  Despite their French origin, most
villanelles are written in English. 

tragar entero
Swallow a food or animal or plant species without chewing or crumbling it. 

tragelar
TRAGELAR comes from heat and means to eat, swallow

traguilla
TRAGUILLA gluttonous, (someone) who wants to eat everything, without respect for others.  That gobbles up
uncontrollably, without control.  2 .  In football, a player who tries to keep the ball and do the personal instead of
coordinating the plays with the rest of the team. 

trainsurfing
TRAINSURFING anglicism for traveling on the roof of the wagons or on the wheeled trains under the car.  An extreme
sport, not to doubt. 

tralalaila
TRALALAILA afeminated man 2. Homosexual man, gay Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
homosexual, gay, afeminated

tramada
WEAVE f .  of WEAVE , warped , part .  from the verb TRAMAR , plan a criminal act or a trap . 

tramitacin
SOAM PROCESSING



tramitólogo
TRAMITOLOGIST specialist person dedicated to carry out administrative and bureaucratic procedures for third parties in
the public administration in exchange for a payment. 

tramposamente
DECEITFULLY dishonestly, with intentional deception

tranfronterizo
CROSS-BORDER BORDER

tranquilandia
TRANQUILANDIA It was a vast expanse in the Llanos del Yari, a jungle area of the Colombian departments of Caquetá
and Meta.  There the Medellin cartel, formed by the Ochoa brothers, Pablo Escobar Gaviria and others produced
cocaine in 19 laboratories and used an airfield with 8 runways to transport the drug. 

transformación digital
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION The process of converting all human activities to a scheme based on digital support or
use of cyberspace, computing, social networks, digital platforms, browsers, applications and electronic devices, from
communication satellites to cell phones and the Internet of Things. 

transmedialidad
TRANSMEDIALITY ability to transmit messages through different technological means and information channels
(facebook, tweeter, television, cell phone, etc.  ) 

transmisión digital
DIGITAL TRANSMISSION transmission of information based on the conversion of an analog signal into digital pulses 0,
1 and -1, to be decoded upon arrival of the receiver.  The transfer is usually made through social or private networks and
may consist of films or videos, images (photos, drawings), audio (speech, music) or data (figures) or a combination of
them. 

transpersonal
TRANSPERSONAL beyond the personal, which transcends the personal

trapeador de agua
BRUSH MOP to sweep water from the floor or from glass surfaces such as windshields. 

trapiador
TRAPIADOR vulgarism, uneducated way of pronouncing MOP, rag for mopping, cleaning the floor

trapo viejo
RAG OLD cloth or cloth intended for cleaning, cleaning and other secondary service that has completed its cycle as
clothing, tablecloth, sheet and other necessities.  Figuratively, something that is of little use

trapos



RAGS pl .  of RAG CLOTH, fabric .  2 .  Euphemism for clothes: I need new rags for the awards. 

traps
TRAPS in pathology: periodic syndrome associated with tumor necrosis factor receptor.  Autosomal dominant disorder
causing recurrent fever and migratory myalgias with painful overlying erythema on palpation.  Autoinflammatory
syndromes make up a group of diseases with recurrent episodes of fever, inflammation at specific sites in the body,
absence of autoantibodies, and tendency to familial aggregation.  Diagnosis is established by clinical and genetic
studies.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be hereditary periodic fever syndromes, familial
Mediterranean fever, hyperglobulinemia

traqueoditas
Tracheophytes See TRACHEOPHYTE AND TRACHEOPHYTES

traqueofitas
TRACHEOPHYTES See TRACHEOPHYTE AND TRACHEOPHYTES

traqueófita
TRACHEOPHYTE usually these words with suffixes such as -phobic, fita are sdrújulas and are accentuated.  However
this is accentuated in the end, the second syllable and, therefore, is not accentuated.  At least it sounds good as a
compass and I pass it to wxxplucar.  Tracheophyte plants are those that transport sap through the carm so they are also
called carmophytes or VASCULAR plants

traqueófitas
TRACHEOPHYTES plants of the taxon Tracheophyta[/X] or Tracheobionta are those plants with xylem and phloem,
including psilophytes, lycopods, horsetails, ferns, gymnosperms and angiosperms.  The most outstanding feature is that
they change their reproductive method alternately one generation is gametophytic and the next is sporophytic, the latter
being the dominant phase.  And then a gametophytic generation comes back.  There are tracheophyte families that
became extinct millions of years ago and only fossil remains exist. 

traquilidad
TRAQUILIDAD SPAM

traquilidad
TRAQUILIDAD SPAM

traquiofita
TRACHIOFITA are vascular plants encompassed by the taxon Tracheophyta or C]Tracheobionta.  They are organisms
formed by plant cells, which have a life cycle in which the gametophytic and sporophytic generations alternate, being
dominant, and on which there is more pressure of natural selection; its sporophytic phase is photosynthetic and
independent, and has tissues and organ systems; it is organized in a CORMO whose gametophytic phase is reduced
and can be from a "thallus" (body not organized in tissues or organs) in ferns and related, to a few cells protected and
nourished by the sporophyte, in gymnosperms and angiosperms.  Natural selection strongly directed the evolution of
tracheophytes towards less dependence on environmental conditions on earth for their reproduction and dispersal,
which is evident when comparing the oldest tracheophytes (Lycophyta with the more modern (flowering plants). 

traquitico



TRAQUITICO spelling error by TRAQUITICO

traquítico
TRAQUITICO adj .  In geology: obsolete term to designate rocks with resemblance to the traquito, a variety of rock in a
vitreous state and of a grainy and hardened texture. 

trasfiguracin
SPAM TRANSFIGURACIN

trash metal
TRASH METAL literally junk metal, more extreme musical style than Heavy Metal with heavy and very aggressive
rhythms, similar to extreme metal, NWOBHM, speed metal, biker metal and hardcore punk

trasoperatorio
POSTOPERATIVE after surgery: transoperative treatment. 

traspolaciones
TRASPOLACIONES word non-existent .  It is intended, by the one who pronounces or writes it, usually journalists, to
imply the application of conclusions obtained in a given field, to another similar one.  But this logical operation has the
name extrapolaTION and its corresponding verb is EXTRAPOLATE .  On the other hand, transpolar is an adjective and
not a verb, whose meaning is 'passing through the pole or its vicinity', as in "transpolar flight" or "transpolar flight".  It is
worth clarifying that the most learned form of the prefix is almost always trans, but due to the great frequency of its use
or misuse when said after instead of trans, the RAE has accepted, for example, 'transmit' for transmitting and 'traspirar'
for transpiring.  There are cases when the correct, and only, way is after, as in trespassing or disrupting. 

trasvesticidio
TRANSVESTICIDE murder of a transvestite

tratamiento para los polimorfos nucleares
Nuclear polymorphs are a type of immune cell that has granules (small particles) with enzymes that are released during
infections, allergic reactions, and asthma.  Neutrophils, eosinophils, and basophils are the three types of white blood
cells called polymorphonuclear leukocytes.  The treatment is diverse because of how much it is various inflammations
and pathologies involved.  For example, neutrophil NUCLEAR POLYMORPHS participate in the chronic inflammatory
process of tuberculosis caused by the mycobacterium mycobacterium tuberculosis; on the other hand, the presence of
NUCLEAR POLYMORPHS in a laboratory vaginal examination suggests a non-specific inflammation and candida or
vaginitis could not be diagnosed if it is not accompanied by increased vaginal discharge or foul-smelling secretions,
caused by other pathogens, which would require a SUBSTANTIALLY different treatment. 

tratos
DEALS pl .  of TRATO, agreement or modality of work.  The work A TRATO entails the payment against results and
finished work, and not by hour / day / week worked. 

travesañas
TRAVESAÑAS see crossbar



travesaño
CROSSBAR 1 .  A piece of metal or wood that crosses from one side to the other.  Typical of board beds.  2 .  Metal bar
that blocks the opening of a door or gate.  Wood or tube that crosses horizontally the frame of a football arch and other
sport, and that is supported recessed, welded, displacementd or bent to the pillars of the same

traviesos
NAUGHTY pl .  of NAUGHTY who makes mischief

trbulo
TRBULO SPAM

trebolera
TREBOLERA medicago lupulin L , 

trepidacionista
TREPIDATIONIST that trepida , that doubts

tricálcico
TRICALCIUM containing three calcium molecules: tricalcium phosphate. 

triconometria
TRICHONOMETRY structural study and measurement of hair, but rather seems an error by TRIGONOMETRY, study of
the relationships between the angles and sides of triangles, i.e. breasts, cosines, tangents, cotangents, secants and
cosecants. 

tricoscopia
TRISCOSCOPY diagnostic imaging technique consisting of a non-invasive test of analysis of the hair of patients using a
polarized lens.  The scalp is studied to detect (if possible early) various hair pathologies

triltero
TRILTERO spam

trinquet
TRINQUET see RATCHET

trinquete
RATCHET In nautical: major mast of the bow pole in boats that have more than one stick.  Also major verga of the bow
mast.  And also, God bless me, the candle of the main stick.  In mechanics: tab that . it allows forward but prevents
recoil, typically the wheels of watches and other machines whose studs or ratchets prevent the recoil of the sprockets. 
In sports: Basque pelota modality and the court of the same.  In mathematics and computer science: logical symbol
consisting of a T lying down with the vertical line on the left.  In ASCII it is obtained with the vertical bar ( | )  and with the
hyphen ( - ) , P |- Q , which is understood in 3 modes : -From P we know Q-P causes Q , i . and.  Q is a consequence of
P-Q is demonstrable from P



trinudo
TRINUDO Board game in which you have to delimit regions of 1, 2 or 3 squares so that the numbers of the boxes match
the size of the region.  There are variants with àras of up to 5 squares. 

tripona
TRIPONA f. of TRIPÓN A person with a big belly. In Spain they use colloq. 'Tripa' for stomach. but formally tripa means
gut. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be fat

trofo sufijo
TROFO suffix from the Greek trophe, 'nutrition'; used in compound words, such as autotroph, zootrophotoxism and also
as a prefix in trophology and trophoblast. 

troleado
TROLLING P . P .  of TROLLING, TROLL Anglicism, (mythical anthropomorphic characters of Scandinavian folklore
similar to ogres, sometimes diabolical giants and other cunning wild gnomes who steal children), make heavy, hurtful
and sometimes out of place comments on social networks in order to boycott, annoy, play jokes or verbally assault from
anonymity. 

trompeta de arcilla
CLAY TRUMPET wind musical instrument made in Antiquity by the aborigines of America, for example, the night culture

trompudos
TRUMPETS pl .  of TRUMPET that has a lot of tube or nose: auto trompudo. 

trotsko
TROTSKYist, follower of Leon Trotzky Bronstein, Russian revolutionary of Jewish origin, assassinated by Stalin in
Mexico City, on August 21, 1940. 

trum-posa
TRUM-POSA pun, possible in Spanish, generated by the frequent appearance of former President Donald Trump
posing that generated headlines as Trump poses with a Bible in the church of St.  John; Trump poses with beans and
other Goya products; Trump poses without a mask after returning to the White House

tu le bella comme la papaya
TU LE BELLA COMME LA PAPAYA The minions speak a hodgepodge of 6 languages: English, French, Spanish,
Italian, Japanese, Korean and even Filipino.  It is called minionés language or BANANA LANGUAGE.  The phrase in
question means "You are beautiful as a papaya"

tu le pera con la papaya
TU LE PEAR CON LA PAPAYA ver TU LE BELLA COMME LA PAPAYA

tu me bateaste
TU ME BATEASTE literally means that you gave me a baseball bat, but in its colloquial and figurative form it means that
they gave him pumpkins, or, as we say in Chile, that he kicked him, that is to say that he ended the relationship
unilaterally.



tu pera con la papaya
YOUR PEAR WITH THE PAPAYA see TU LE BELLA COMME LA PAPAYA

tuba bebida
TUBA (DRINK) Tuba is a drink of low alcohol content, between 2 and 4 degrees (like a light beer) that is obtained by
fermenting palms, and especially coconut palm.  It is of Filipino origin, and during the Spanish colonial period was
introduced in the Mariana Islands and Mexico, in what are the current states of Colima, Guerrero, Jalisco and
Michoacán.  It has the ability to eliminate pathogenic organisms and its probiotics help protect against gastrointestinal
diseases because they increase the beneficial bacteria in the body and in the intestinal flora.  Tuba is also the name of a
wind musical instrument. 

tubo pipa
PIPE TUBE test tube, laboratory tube. 

tuc tuc
TUC TUC light vehicle, for one or two people, although it can carry more in the cargo part when it does not have a rear
roof.  The name derives from the human-powered cart that was used in India and China.  2 . in Spain Brand of children's
eopa and others

tulepera con la papaya
TULEPERA WITH PAPAYA See TU LE BELLA COMME LA PAPAYA

tumoracin
TUMORACIN

tunelera
TUNELERA circular drilling machine that drills tunnels without destroying the surface and that is placing concrete
reinforcements in the form of an arch to support the walls. 

tupungato
TUPUNGATO is one of the 18 departments of Mendoza Province, Argentina.  2 .  Volcano on the border between Chile
and Argentina.  Tupungato is a word of huarpe origin can derive from tupun catu, viewpoint of stars, or perhaps from
putun catu, tip of the sky. 

tuquero
TUQUERO A brilliant music downloader designed to download and convert all songs, playlists, albums and artists to
MP3. 

turbin
TURBIN SPAM

turbo-madrid
RURBO-MADRID in Mexico is called GODMOTHERS to the informants of the Judicial Police.  Its origin dates back to
the government of Miguel Alemán Valdés (19461952), when the Federal Directorate of Security (DFS) was created,
dependent on the Ministry of the Interior.  This qualification was extended when it comes to cases of national commotion



to turbo-GODMOTHERs, powerful declarants in important cases.  RURBO-MADRID could be a derivation to a Spanish
case or something similar, or simply a distortion of the original neologism. 

turbocrecimiento
TURBOGROWTH growth accelerated by injection of activating agents and heaters of the economy.   .  A turbocharger
or turbo is a supercharging system to achieve more instant power. 

turri
TURRI 1 .  Municipality of Italy of 533 inhabitants in the province of South Sardinia, region of Sardinia.  2 .  Known and
old café in Valparaiso, 110 kms from Santiago, Chile.  3 .  In Argentina and Uruguay: silly person, of few lights. 

turtuferia
TURTUFERIA Word derived from Tartuffe, the work of Moliere.  It means hypocrisy, imposture

tusero
TUSERO in Venezuela 1 .  Set of Russians, or cob hearts.  2 .  Wrong, problem, difficulty.  in Spain Referring to cattle:
That eats a lot of tusa, that is, leaves. 

tusgeno
TUSGENO SPAM

tusta
TUSTA type of chili .  The Spaniards Castilianized Tuxtla by taste.  2 .  In the Andean region of Colombia, 'head' 3. 
Place in General San Martin , great Buenos Aires , Argentina

txistu
TXISTU Basque voice.  See CHISTU

txistulari
TXISTULARI term copied from Basque, which means person who plays the txistu.  He first appeared in La Voz de
Madrid in 1927, in an article that referenced the rivalry between the Gipuzkoan towns of Zumárraga and Villa Real de
Urrechúa. 

uchuva
UCHUVA Physalis peruviana is a plant and fruit of the solanaceas family, therefore it has attributes such as potatoes,
tomatoes and tobacco.  However, its growth is shrubby.  The fruit is spherical orange and with medicinal attributes such
as strengthening of the optic nerve and affections to the throat.   Eliminates renal albumin and helps purify the blood;

ucronica
UCRLNICA error by UCRÓNICO, which uses a ucronia in its plot: uchronic novel. 

uepajé
UEPAJÉ Colombian association officially recognized in the state of California to promote the culture and foreign trade of
Colombian products.  Uepajé, was the mascot of the Bolivarian Games Valledupar 2021.  It is a tigrillo that represents



agility, speed and intelligence. 

ugly
UGLY ugly , in English ugly face : bad face

ugly shoe
UGLY SHOE anglicism which literally means 'ugly shoe'; fashionable in 2021 when it was thought that Swedish shoes
were leaving in retreat. It is about finding ridiculous or very striking shoes, but that have an attractive appearance, for
example, a Mickey or a squirrel on its cover There are all possible shapes and sizes.  A Birkenstock in shades of
sawdust, a Dansko that looks like a legume and Balenciaga's version of a Vibram FiveFingers that comes with heels. 
And that's not all, there are Crocs, earthy shoes for eco-lovers, and, of course, the Ugg, whose name says it all!

ujule
UJULE! exclamation of surprise, specially in front of small incidents or accidents, such as being bumped, trampled,
hitted by accident or when you make a wrong step and lose equilibrium. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be ouch!

ultra mate
ULTRA MATTE The matte tone is the antonym of the brilliant, typical of watercolor colors.  The ultra matte is the
extremely opaque tone, without any brightness. 

ultraautomático
ULTRAAUTOMATIC that is or is automated to the maximum, without having to do manual operations or only to a
minimum degree, such as making it start or stop. 

ultracompetitivo
ULTRA-COMPETITIVE person who fights a lot to be the best or win (something).  2 .  Product that has very good quality
and / or price in the market, compared to other similar ones of other bidders. 

ultradistancia
ULTRADISTANCE Superdistance, very large distance

ultraliberal
ULTRALIBERAL Supporter of the most extreme liberalism

ultraliberalismo
ULTRALIBERALISM liberal ideology took to its maximum expression, that is, to guarantee absolute individual freedom
in the economic, social, political and philosophical spheres, as the best form of economic-social development of a
country. 

ultraliberalizar
ULTRALIBERALIZE let the market regulate itself, without controls, reducing the size of the State to its minimum
expression, without intervention, as far as possible, in economic activity. 



ultrapersonalizada
ULTRAPERSONALIZED see ULTRAPERSONALIZED What will be the eagerness to repeat the feminine forms of
nouns and adjectives, I say? Contribution=zero . 

ultrarriqueza
ULTRA-RICHNESS EXTREME WEALTH

ultratecnologizado
ULTRA-TECHNOLOGICAL that technology has been incorporated (to or in something) in an extreme way

ultratermia
ULTRATHERMIA treatment kinesiology or that consists of applying a high frequency electromagnetic field that
generates deep heat in the body tissues, accelerating the healing process.  It is contraindicated in many conditions,
such as metal implants, pacemakers, pregnancy, consumption of anticoagulants and others. 

ultratérmico
ULTRATHERMAL heat or cold insulator : ultrathermal sock

ulucordia
ULUCORDIA that touches the ulucordium.  a ulucordium is a musical instrument that reproduces the sound of the wind
as it passes through cracks and slits, action and effect known as howling. 

un comino
UN COMINO comino is a cheap yerb, cumin, caraway, hoot. Therefore there is a popular expression "¡Me importa un
comino!"  which means "I don't give a damn!" Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be a rat&#39,s ass
about, a damn about a shit about, a fuck about

un minuto
ONE MINUTE expression that asks to wait a moment for the interlocutor.  It does not request exactly that time, but it is a
relatively short time. 

undometro
UNDOMETRO can be an "undo"s counter i.e. how many times do you undo a delete, corrected, varied instruction on a
computer.  Castellanized should UNDOMETRO or deshacermetro

unilingue
UNILINGUE, error by MONOLINGUAL, which (is) speaks only one language

unipotencia
UNIPOTENCIA quality of a stem cell to be able to differentiate into only a single cell type. 

unipotente
UNIPOTENT (stem cell) that can differentiate into a single cell type. 



univoltina
UNIVOLTINA In zoology voltinism is understood as the number of generations that a species can have per year. 
Univoltina is that species that has one cycle per year

unumpentium
UNUMPENTIUM Muscovy? is a synthetic element of the periodic table whose symbol is Mc and its atomic number is
115. ? Initially, how many transuranic elements the scientific community assigns the corresponding Latin name
according to their atomic number ( un = 100 , un = 10 , Pentium = 5 ) and then decides who to honor.  In this case it
went to the Muscovites.  Currently four isotopes are known from ²?? Mc up to ²?? Mc.  The most stable isotope of
Muscovy is expected to be ²?? Mc, which contains the magic number of 184 neutrons. 

uñazo
NAIL 1 .  m .  Gu , ES , Ni , CR , Cu .  Nail, scratch made with the nail.  2 .  m .  Gu.  colloquial , Theft , appropriation of
something foreign

up
UP acronym for Popular Unity coalition formed by the Chilean Socialist Party and Communist Party in 1969 and which
came to power in 1970 with Salvador Allende.  He tried to bring socialism to power by democratic means, but soon he
moved away from the laws and the current constitution, being declared non-compliant with it by the Chamber of
Deputies, the Comptroller's Office and the Supreme Court.  His disastrous program of nationalizations and
expropriations led the country to total ruin in less than 1000 days.  When a civil war was brewing, the armed forces
seized power and Augusto Pinochet took over, disappearing this calamitous alliance. 

urbanístico-administrativo
URBAN-ADMINISTRATIVE that has attributes or aspects of both urbanization and administration or bureaucracy. 

ureterocele
URETEROCELE inflammation at the bottom of one of the ureters.  It can be bilateral.  The ureters are the tubes that
carry urine from the kidney to the bladder.  The inflamed area can obstruct the flow of urine. A ureterocele is a birth
defect. A ureter occurs at the bottom of the ureter, where the duct enters the bladder.  The inflamed area prevents urine
from passing freely into the bladder.  Urine collects in the ureter, stretches its walls and expands like a balloon with
water. A ureterocele can also cause reflux, meaning urine is returned from the bladder to the kidney.  Ureteroceles occur
in about 1 in 500 people.  This condition occurs equally in both left and right ureters.  The ratio in women to men is 6:1
and occurs in each of 10 million children under the age of 6.  . 

urómetro
UROMETER as we said yesterday urometer is an error by DUROMETER, a device to measure the hardness of a
material Hardness is defined as the resistance to penetration under a static or dynamic load of the material

usted no sabe quien soy yo
YOU DON'T KNOW WHO I AM typical phrase to tell a policeman and another authority to have respect because you are
in front of a powerful person and who could be getting into trouble

ute
UTE in Chile : Universidad Técnica del Estado , today USACH , Universidad de Santiago de Chile . 



utoa
UTOA 1 . C or C function under OS/UNIX format defines _OPEN_SYS_ITOA_EXT include char * utoa ( unsigned int n ,
char * buffer , int radix ) ; The utoa ( ) function converts the unmarked integer into a string of characters.  The string is
placed in the past buffer, l which must be of a sufficient size so that it can contain the output.  The root value can be
OCTAL, DECIMAL, or HEX.  When decimal, utoa ( ) produces the same result as the statement : ( void ) sprintf ( buffer ,
"%u", n ) ; When the root is OCTAL, the function utoa ( ) formats the unassigned integer n into a constantWhen the root
is HEX , utoa ( ) formats the unassigned integer n into a hexadecimal constant, which includes the lowercase abcdef if
necessary (this is obvious, in order to express decimal numbers 10 to 15) 2 .  Tactical Unit of Anti-Drug Operations of
the Panama Police. 

uvsa
UVSA in Mexico : Animal Health Verification Unit, under the Ministry of Health 2 .  Union of Vietnamese Student
Associations of Southern California .  3 .  United Veterinary Services Association

úterocele
UTERUSCELE Uterine prolapse or hysterocele is a form of female genital descent.  ? There are 4 levels of severity. 
Grade 1, mild: slight descent inside the vagina.  Grade 2 or moderate: the descent reaches the entrance of the vagina. 
Grade 3 or severe: the prolapse exceeds the entrance of the vagina, the woman touches or notices the lump perfectly
when walking, especially when she makes efforts.  Grade 4 the uterus is totally out, even in a state of rest This
classification obeys that the treatments differ in each case.  Also called pelvic organ prolapse or matrix prolapse.  A
uterine prolapse that only manifests in a standing position

ûá
Ûá SPAM

vacunao
VACCINATED SYNCCOPY

vaginocele
VAGINOCELE from the Greek cele , tumor .  Vaginocele is the outward protrusion of the vagina caused by the
weakening of the pelvic floor muscles.  Prolapse of the vagina without protrusion through the vaginal opening is known
as grade 1 uterine prolapse.  There are 4 degrees, depending on gravity. 

vajillero
TABLEWARE 1 .  Person who washes and dries the dishes.  2 .  Furniture for tableware

valenciennes
VALENCIENNES Valenciennes is a french city, county and subprefecture, located un the Nord departament of
Hauts-de-France (France hights). Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be valenciana &#40,middle
spanish&#41,

valerianceo
VALERIANCEO error by VALERINÁCEA .  There are 13 genera and about 390 species.  In Chile you have the native
species Valeriana macrorhiza/C] (Valeriana), supplied by the supplier of native Chilean seeds, www. Chileflora . Com
Valerian is a good somnifero, fights mild tremors, restlessness, stress, depression and several other pathologies.   In
Chile the genus valerianáceas has 45 species and the family 49. 



vardado
VARDADO in Spanish bo exists vaedado .  In Esperanto it means protecting In Castilian there is BARDADO , linde

variantes
VARIANTS pl .  of VARIANT, version or alternative path to the traditional . 

varón
MALE male human being.  Male.  Counterpart of the female woman, whom fertilizes to achieve the continuity of the
species. 

vascularizar
VASCULARIZE development of new blood vessels in some tissue such as muscles or in some organ. In the case of
plants it is the creation of routes of circulation of the sap This term is also widely used to describe the arrangement of
the vessels in an area. Determined

vastaguear
VASTAGUEAR generate stems, new plants from branches of another.  See AMORGONAR

vatecito
VATECITO diminutive of VATE, poet or fortune teller. 

vatímetro
WATTMETER electrodynamic instrument for measuring the electrical power (watts) or rate of electrical power supply of
a circuit. 

vecinos del pueblo
NEIGHBORS OF THE VILLAGE is said of a community of inhabitants of a small town or locality. 

vehículo tractor
TRACTOR VEHICLE tractor (from the Latin tractus, passive participle of trah?re 'tow', and -or) is a special vehicle of low
speed and great power, self-propelled, which is used to tow or push trailers, boats, airplanes, tools or other machinery or
heavy loads.  They typically have the front wheels much smaller in size than the rear. 

veinticuatra
TWENTY-FOUR SPAM

veinticuatrn
Twenty-four spam

veja
VEJA 1 .  Old, in Portuguese.  2 .  Brand of sneakers .  3 .  Third pers .  Sing.  of the present indicative of the verb
VEJAR, humiliate, degrade, abuse



vejaciones
VEXATIONS pl .  of VEXATION , abuse , abuse , abuse , bullying

velazquea
VELASQUEA error by VELÁSQUEA, belonging to or relating to the pictorial work of Diego Rodríguez de Silva y
Velázquez, known as Diego Velázquez, Spanish Baroque painter (1599-1660), considered one of the greatest
exponents of Spanish painting, if not the greatest, and master of universal painting. 

veldad
VELDAD Vulgarism for TRUTH

vellones
VELLONES pl .  of FLEECE, a set of wool obtained from a sheep or ram when sheared

vencejo real
ROYAL SWIFT Tachymarptis melbaThe royal swift ? is a bird of the family Apodidae, native to southern Eurasia and
Africa.  It is the largest swift in Spain, to which it owes its common name.  It resembles a swallow but with much larger,
elongated wings and in a similar shape to a Boomerang or a variable geometry aircraft with its wings collected. 

venciolos
BEAT THEM error by BEAT THEM, he beat them

vendiendo tunas
SELLING TUNAS Otea vez? The dictionary first published "my ex finds me selling prickly pears" phrase with a spelling
error that caused the bot to select it, although it has no special or different meaning from what the words mean out of
context.  I corrected that flaw and briefly explained what that business is in Mexico.  Apart from being a humble work, of
which perhaps the author of the commentary was ashamed, the phrase has nothing to highlight.  Now the dictionary
takes it out of context without a justified reason, in my opinion, except that my contribution has been inaccurate, which I
doubt, and restarts the case.  I insist, selling prickly pears is as common in Mexico as breathing and contains nothing
different from "sell" and "tuna", considered in isolation.  It does not require further details. 

venecolombia
VENECOLOMBIA contraction of Venezuela and Colombia.  It seems to be an eror for BENE COLOMBIA, a Colombian
company whose corporate name is Sabino del Bene Colombia Sas

venir arriba
COMING UP See COMING UP; In bullfighting: it is about the attitude of the bullfighter, when the bull has grown after the
flags, to come up is to overcome the situation

venopuncion
VENOPUNCION Error by VENIPUNCTURE, injection into the vein

venopunción
VENIPUNCTURE injection into the vein



ventas anticipadas
ADVANCE SALES pl .  of ADVANCE SALE

venture capital
VENTURE CAPITAL Anglicism meaning 'venture capital' and defining planned investments in innovative high-risk
projects that, if they work, have a high level of return. 

venustiano
VENUSTIANO name of a former president of Mexico, noted for having twice rejected invasions of the United States to
Mexican territory, the first achieved the withdrawal of the American navy from Veracruz in 1914 and the second
prevented entry as a response to the entry of Pancho Villa to New Mexico.  Venustiano Carranza was assassinated
while he was the first constitutionally elected president, near the end of his term, on May 21, 1920 in Tlaxcalantongo,
Puebla.

veracruz
VERACRUZ Mexican port, founded by the Spanish conquistadors.  Veracruz, also known as Heróica Veracruz, is
located on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, in the state of Veracruz. 

verbalización
VERBALIZATION action of expressing something orally and with words

verbofobia
VERBOPHOBIA distressing and uncontrollable fear of speaking and expressing oneself. 

verbos irregulares del inglés
VERBOS IRREGULARES DEL INGLÉS ver been begun broken built chosen done driven eaten flown forgotten given
kept known met ridden run seen

verdadera medida
TRUE MEASURE expression that ensures that what is said is in accordance with reality, without exaggeration,
minimization or alterations. 


